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Purpose: To determine the effectiveness of radiologists’ search, rec-
ognition, and acceptance of lung nodules on computed 
tomographic (CT) images by using eye tracking.

Materials and 
Methods:

This study was performed with a protocol approved by 
the institutional review board. All study subjects provided 
informed consent, and all private health information 
was protected in accordance with HIPAA. A remote eye 
tracker was used to record time-varying gaze paths while 
13 radiologists interpreted 40 lung CT images with an av-
erage of 3.9 synthetic nodules (5-mm diameter) embed-
ded randomly in the lung parenchyma. The radiologists’ 
gaze volumes (GVs) were defined as the portion of the 
lung parenchyma within 50 pixels (approximately 3 cm) 
of all gaze points. The fraction of the total lung volume 
encompassed within the GVs, the fraction of lung nodules 
encompassed within each GV (search effectiveness), the 
fraction of lung nodules within the GV detected by the 
reader (recognition-acceptance effectiveness), and overall 
sensitivity of lung nodule detection were measured.

Results: Detected nodules were within 50 pixels of the nearest 
gaze point for 990 of 992 correct detections. On average, 
radiologists searched 26.7% of the lung parenchyma in 
3 minutes and 16 seconds and encompassed between 86 
and 143 of 157 nodules within their GVs. Once encom-
passed within their GV, the average sensitivity of nodule 
recognition and acceptance ranged from 47 of 100 nodules 
to 103 of 124 nodules (sensitivity, 0.47–0.82). Overall sen-
sitivity ranged from 47 to 114 of 157 nodules (sensitivity, 
0.30–0.73) and showed moderate correlation (r = 0.62, P 
= .02) with the fraction of lung volume searched.

Conclusion: Relationships between reader search, recognition and ac-
ceptance, and overall lung nodule detection rate can be 
studied with eye tracking. Radiologists appear to actively 
search less than half of the lung parenchyma, with sub-
stantial interreader variation in volume searched, fraction 
of nodules included within the search volume, sensitivity 
for nodules within the search volume, and overall detec-
tion rate.
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Advances in Knowledge

 n Time-varying three-dimensional 
search paths can be recorded 
during cine paging CT image in-
terpretation by using eye tracking 
and by associating gaze position 
with reader-selected transverse 
sections.

 n Detection of 5-mm lung nodules 
appears to require that the nod-
ules are within 50 pixels (approx-
imately 3 cm) of the nearest gaze 
point.

 n When gaze volume (GV) is 
defined as a subvolume of the 
lung parenchyma within 50 pixels 
of all gaze points, the GV encom-
passes an average of 26.7% of 
the lungs.

 n Search effectiveness, nodule rec-
ognition, and overall sensitivity of 
lung nodule detection vary con-
siderably among radiologists.

Implication for Patient Care

 n Understanding radiologist perfor-
mance of lung nodule detection 
on CT images may contribute to 
the development of tools to 
improve consistency and effec-
tiveness in the detection of lung 
disease.

Radiologists rely on their skills as 
image interpreters to detect and 
diagnose disease in medical im-

aging studies. Pulmonary nodule de-
tection is a particularly common and 
important task facing radiologists who 
interpret chest computed tomographic 
(CT) images given the fact that both 
primary lung cancer and metastases to 
the lungs typically manifest as pulmo-
nary nodules (1–3). Nevertheless, sub-
stantial variability in lung nodule detec-
tion has been reported for radiologists 
who interpret chest CT images (4–7). 
While the effectiveness of CT scanning 
in lung cancer detection depends on 
accurate image interpretation, there is 
a paucity of investigations focused on 
assessing and improving radiologists’ 
effectiveness in finding lung nodules on 
CT images.

Gaze tracking has been used for 
more than 35 years to gain insights into 
the detection of lung nodules on chest 
radiographs (8); however, the study of 
lung nodule detection on chest CT im-
ages presents challenges that are not 
encountered in the interpretation of 
radiographs. Specifically, while a chest 
radiograph involves interpretation of 

one two-dimensional summation image, 
CT images presented as contiguous 
transverse reconstructions present a 
three-dimensional search space where 
the search process involves both visual 
scanning on two-dimensional cross sec-
tions and reader-directed navigation 
through the stack of cross sections.

Investigations of lung nodule detec-
tion with gaze tracking during chest ra-
diograph interpretation have led to the 
hypothesis that there are four compo-
nents to the detection process: orienta-
tion, search, recognition, and decision 
making (8). As trained observers of 
chest imaging studies, radiologists 
should not experience errors of orienta-
tion, thereby reducing potential errors 
to three categories. While this model 
for lung nodule detection was proposed 
for radiographic interpretation, we be-
lieve that it is equally applicable to the 
interpretation of chest CT images.

By using a system that maps gaze 
position onto transverse CT images 
while the observer navigates the CT vol-
ume with cine paging to create a three-
dimensional search path, we have stud-
ied the process of lung nodule detection 
on CT images to gain insights into ra-
diologists’ search, recognition, and 
decision (acceptance of detection as a 
nodule). Our purpose was to determine 
interreader variation in the search and 
recognition performance of radiologists 
with varying levels of experience.

Materials and Methods

Lung CT Data
This study was performed in accor-
dance with a protocol approved by the 
Duke University School of Medicine in-
stitutional review board. All study sub-
jects provided informed consent, and all 

private health information was protected 
in accordance with the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act. On 
the basis of a review by a thoracic radi-
ologist (J.E.R.), three thoracic CT exam-
inations without known lung nodules or 
other important pulmonary parenchymal 
abnormalities were selected at random 
from our clinical population. All patient 
identifiers were removed from the im-
ages. The examinations were performed 
with a 64 3 0.75 mm CT unit (Sensation 
64; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlan-
gen, Germany), and images were recon-
structed contiguously with 1.0-mm thick-
ness and a 30–35-cm field of view. These 
three examinations are subsequently re-
ferred to as substrate CT examinations 
and comprised 281, 289, and 340 trans-
verse reconstructions, respectively.

A total of 10 lung nodules were syn-
thesized by using a dedicated computer 
program that allows the user to simu-
late CT sections of 30-HU nodules that 
are composed of combinations of primi-
tive three-dimensional shapes (spheres, 
rods, and cones) of varying sizes and 
orientations to create spheroid nodules 
with varying degrees of surface irregu-
larity (Fig 1). All nodules were synthe-
sized with a maximal diameter of 5 mm 
and a ratio of 1.1 for largest to small-
est diameter; thus, the actual nodule 
diameter varied between 4.8 and 5.0 
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Figure 1

Figure 1: Example CT images show four of the 157 embedded targets. The targets are at the center of 
the red circles. The number in the upper right corner of each image indicates how many of the 13 readers 
detected the corresponding nodule.

mm depending on the measurement 
axis. Volumes consisting of contiguous 
1.0-mm-thick CT sections of each of 
these nodules were then created and 
merged with the substrate CT sections, 
as follows. This computer program was 
developed in our laboratory (9) and is 
not available commercially.

Forty distinct cases were created by 
embedding three to six synthetic nod-
ules (mean, 3.9 synthetic nodules) into 
one of the three substrate patient ex-
aminations at different locations within 
the lungs. Specifically, the five to six syn-
thesized 1-mm-thick CT sections of the 
nodule models were merged with five to 
six CT sections centered on one of 157 
uniquely selected loci within the pulmo-
nary parenchyma. A thoracic radiologist 
(G.D.R.) with 22 years of experience 

interpreting chest CT images positioned 
the nodules at locations throughout the 
pulmonary parenchyma that were either 
free from or contiguous with blood ves-
sels, airways, or other normal structures 
but did not overlie them (Fig 1). There 
were 23 nodules in the right upper lobe, 
19 in the right middle lobe, 51 in the 
right lower lobe, 22 in the left upper 
lobe, and 40 in the left lower lobe. The 
nature of the 40 cases being composed 
of three substrate patient CT examina-
tions with 40 unique patterns of nodules 
embedded was described to each reader 
prior to the reading sessions. All readers 
viewed the cases in the same sequence.

Gaze Tracking System
To track and record the reader’s gaze, 
an eye tracking device (SMI IViewX 

RED; Sensomotoric Instruments, Tel-
tow, Germany) was positioned below 
the image display. The binocular track-
ing system relies on dark pupil and cor-
neal reflections created by infrared il-
lumination. Manufacturer specifications 
state an accuracy of less than 0.5° of 
visual angle when the participant is po-
sitioned within an approximately 40 3 
40 3 30 cm (width, height, and depth, 
respectively) cubic space centered 600 
mm from the device. The participant’s 
head is free to move within this cubic 
region. The device tracks the position 
of the corneal glint bilaterally with a 
sampling frequency of 60 Hz and calcu-
lates the focal point of the gaze on the 
surface of the display. The system does 
not require the participant to wear any 
equipment and automatically compen-
sates for changes in head position (10).

Participants were seated in front 
of a 22-inch (55.8-cm) liquid crystal 
display in a room with stable low am-
bient light conditions (6 lux with com-
puter display switched off and 13 lux 
with computer display switched on, as 
measured at the reader’s head posi-
tion), similar to those encountered in 
a clinical reading room (Fig 2). At the 
beginning of each reading session and 
after every five cases during the reading 
session, manufacturer-supplied soft-
ware was used to calibrate reader eye 
position to an area measuring 278 3 
278 mm (1024 3 1024 pixels) centered 
on the display (10).

Readers sequentially reviewed the 
40 simulated CT examinations. Trans-
verse CT sections were displayed with 
a window level of 2500 HU and a win-
dow width of 1600 HU. Readers had an 
option to adjust the window width and 
level, although none elected to do so. 
By using the scroll wheel on a standard 
computer mouse, readers were free to 
contiguously scroll through the CT sec-
tions and were instructed to identify all 
pulmonary nodules within each case. 
They were told that the examinations 
were enriched with lung nodules and to 
perform a comprehensive search so that 
they might find them all. They were not 
told that all examinations had nodules 
embedded. Also, they were encouraged 
to take as much time as needed and to 
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Figure 2

Figure 2: Experimental set-up with the reader positioned in front of the 
display showing a sample CT section. The eye tracking recorder (arrow) is posi-
tioned below the display. Consecutive points along the gaze path are measured 
60 times per second. The x and y coordinates are determined by eye position, 
and the z coordinate is determined by the transverse section selected by using 
the mouse, which is located under the observer’s right hand. Low ambient 
lighting conditions were used during reading sessions. This photograph was 
obtained with high ambient lighting for demonstration purposes.

divide the 40 cases into as many read-
ing sessions as felt comfortable, result-
ing in two to three sessions per reader.

Beginning with the first scrolling ac-
tion, the x, y, and z (section number) 
coordinates of the gaze location were 
recorded at a 60-Hz rate, thereby pro-
viding three-dimensional gaze coordi-
nates (gx[t], gy[t], gz[t]) at each time 
point (t) over the duration of the en-
tire search. When readers identified a 
nodule candidate, they were asked to 
denote it by clicking the mouse button 
with the cursor centered on the nod-
ule. They also provided a confidence 
rating between 1 and 5. The confidence 
ratings were defined as follows: 5, def-
initely a nodule; 4, probably a nodule; 
3, possibly a nodule; 2, unlikely to be 
a nodule; and 1, very unlikely to be a 
nodule. Recording was paused automat-
ically during the reporting process and 
resumed automatically thereafter.

Readers
Thirteen radiologists with 1–25 years 
of experience interpreting CT images 

(mean, 8.6 years 6 8.0 [standard de-
viation]) were recruited and completed 
the study. Readers comprised three 1st-
year radiology residents, three 4th-year 
radiology residents, two clinical body 
imaging fellows, and five attending tho-
racic radiologists.

Quantification of Gaze Data
A total of 520 complete three-dimen-
sional gaze paths were acquired and 
analyzed relative to 2041 nodule detec-
tion opportunities. For each case and 
reader, the search path was defined as 
the union of all gaze points recorded on 
all CT sections over the entire reading. 
Two summary measures from the gaze 
data were computed for each reader 
and each case pairing: (a) the volume 
fraction (VF) of the lung that was en-
closed within the gaze volume (GV) and 
(b) for each embedded nodule or target 
the nearest distance (in pixels) to the 
search path. The VF is based on the 
concept that there is a gaze cone that 
represents a volumetric region extend-
ing from the observer’s eyes toward 

infinity, such that an unobscured object 
present within the gaze cone is visible 
to the observer (11). For our analysis, 
we assume that the gaze cone at any 
point in time subtends a circular region 
of interest centered on the gaze point. 
We define the GV as the volume repre-
sented by the union of the intersections 
of the time-varying gaze cone with the 
CT sections. For the purpose of calcu-
lating VF, the lungs were segmented 
from the chest wall and mediastinum; 
the GV was truncated to regions ex-
clusively within the lungs (Fig 3) and 
normalized by the volume of the seg-
mented lungs. The specific method for 
calculating these measures is presented 
in Appendix E1 (online).

Analysis
Detections of preexisting native nodules 
within the lung volumes were ignored 
owing to the absence of a reference 
standard; thus, specificity was not calcu-
lated. The minimum distance between 
the nearest gaze point and each of the 
targets, both detected and undetected, 
was measured and used to determine 
the GV. The search duration, VF, and 
trajectories were measured across the 
13 readers and 40 cases. Overall ob-
server performance was measured as 
the fraction of embedded targets de-
tected (overall sensitivity). Performance 
was further subdivided into search and 
recognition and acceptance. The effec-
tiveness and efficiency of search were 
measured as the fraction of targets en-
compassed within the GV (fTGV). The 
efficiency of search was analyzed in two 
ways: (a) as fTGV divided by VF and (b) 
the number of targets enclosed within 
the GV divided by search time (in mi-
nutes). The effectiveness of recognition 
and acceptance was measured as the 
fraction of targets present within the 
GV that were detected.

Statistical Analysis
Correlations between overall reader 
sensitivity and percentage of lung vol-
ume examined and between overall 
reader sensitivity and search speed 
were assessed. The dependence of 
overall reader sensitivity was modeled 
as a function of VF covered and years 
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Figure 3

Figure 3: (a) Transverse section of a volumetric CT image shows an example of an embedded nodule (yellow box). The nodule has a maximal diameter of 42 pixels 
and was detected by 11 of 13 readers. (b) Same CT section as in a, with all gaze points associated with one observer and corresponding to this CT section shown 
in green. (c) A 50-pixel dilation about each gaze point with truncation at the mediastinal surface results in the yellow regions corresponding to lung regions searched 
versus the blue regions, which are outside the GV. GV is computed as the sum of the area of the yellow regions across all transverse sections. The proportion of lung 
volume searched (VF) is computed as the ratio of the GV to the total lung area (yellow and blue areas) after summing these areas across all CT sections.

of experience by using a multivariate 
linear regression model, which was 
fit by using the ordinary least squares 
method and was assessed for covariates 
with the R software package (www.r-
project.org).

Results

Defining GV
For detected targets, the distance be-
tween the nearest gaze point and the 
target was 10.8 pixels 6 10.3 on aver-
age and was less than 50 pixels (ap-
proximately 3 cm) for 987 (99.8%) of 
989 cases (Fig 4). When targets were 
not detected, the distribution of values 
for the nearest gaze point to the tar-
get distance was much wider, ranging 
from 0 to more than 100 pixels (mean, 
60.4 pixels 6 48.7). On the basis of this 
result, we calculated the GV by using 
a circular region with a radius of 50 
pixels centered about each gaze point, 
and VF was derived from a subvolume 
of the GV where regions outside the 
lungs were excluded (Fig 3c).

Search Characteristics
Average search duration over the 40 
cases for each reader ranged from 
1 minute 59 seconds to 5 minutes 55 
seconds (mean, 3 minutes 16 seconds 
[95% confidence interval: 2 minutes 38 

seconds, 3 minutes 59 seconds) across 
the 13 readers, with the shortest and 
longest individual case searches of 58 
seconds and 10 minutes, respectively 
(Fig 5a). The average percentage of 
lung volume examined (VF) for the 
40 cases ranged from 15% to 43% 
(mean, 26.7% [95% confidence in-
terval: 22.4%, 30.9%]) across the 13 
readers (Fig 5b). Most of the readers 
had a relatively narrow range of vari-
ation across cases (standard deviation 
,7.5%), with the exception of reader 7 
who had a standard deviation of 12%. 
Reader 7, a fellow, also searched a sub-
stantially larger volume of the lungs 
(43% of the lungs on average) than the 
other readers. Mean values for VF and 
search duration by reader were highly 
correlated (r = 0.89) but ranged from 
0.32 to 0.91 within readers.

The temporal trajectories of GV 
over the course of each reading follow a 
nearly linear course for all readers and 
cases, suggesting that over the course 
of the search period previously unob-
served regions of the lung are observed 
at nearly the same rate throughout the 
search (Fig 6). Of note, when the search 
is terminated, there is no indication 
that the rate of VF growth has begun 
to plateau, despite an average of 73.7% 
of the lung remaining unobserved. The 
average slope of the trajectories shown 
in Figure 6, representing the average 

speed with which the search volume 
is traversed, varied from 6% to 12% 
of the lung volume per minute of the 
search. By using linear extrapolation 
from the observed incremental GV tra-
jectories, the mean time projected to 
complete the search (coverage of 100% 
of VF) would be 11 minutes 48 seconds, 
with a standard deviation of 3 minutes 
20 seconds across all readers. For 
comparison, the actual mean duration 
of searches was 3 minutes 15 seconds 
with a standard deviation of 1 minute 
39 seconds.

Search Performance
Search performance is characterized 
in terms of effectiveness and efficiency, 
as summarized for the 13 observers 
in Table 1. The observers’ GV encom-
passed 86–143 of the 157 targets, while 
14–71 of 157 targets were outside the 
GV. Thus, search effectiveness as quan-
tified by fTGV ranged from 55% to 91%. 
Correlation between each reader’s av-
erage VF and average fTGV was very 
good (r = 0.79, P = .001), supporting 
the conclusion that a search that en-
compasses a greater fraction of the lung 
results in more nodules within the GV.

Search efficiency is characterized 
with two metrics, fTGV divided by VF 
and the fraction of targets encom-
passed within the GV per minute of 
search (Table 1). Given the observation 
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Figure 4

Figure 4: Closest distance from gaze path for detected (solid) and not detected (not solid) targets for each 
of 13 readers across 158 targets. Boxes span 25th to 75th percentile values, with the internal horizontal bar 
representing the median. The whiskers extend 6 1.5 3 interquartile range from the box.  = outlier points. 
Red, green, blue, and aqua boxes correspond to 1st-year radiology residents, 4th-year radiology residents, 
fellows, and attending thoracic radiologists, respectively. Across all readers, the 25th, 50th, and 75th percen-
tile distance between a nodule and its nearest gaze point was 3.6, 9.4, and 20 pixels for detected nodules 
and 23.7, 48.8, and 82 pixels for undetected nodules, respectively. Of the 992 detections made by the 13 
readers, only two (arrows) were more than 50 pixels from the gaze path.

that on average GV was less than 50% 
for all observers, the former measure-
ment characterizes aggregate efficiency 
by assessing an observer’s tendency to 
capture targets relative to the size of 
the subvolume searched and on aver-
age ranged from 2.27 to 4.54. Readers 
4 and 8 encompassed a nearly identical 
number of targets in their GVs (108 and 
107, respectively); however, reader 4’s 
VF was almost twice as large as that 
of reader 9, corresponding to efficiency 
metrics (fTGV divided by VF) of 2.55 and 
4.54, respectively. The second measure 
of efficiency reflects the speed with 
which the reader encompasses targets 
within their GV and ranged from 0.15 
to 0.38 targets per minute. Although 

a slower search was associated with a 
greater fTGV across all readers, substan-
tial variations were observed. Reader 
1 searched for over twice as long as 
reader 9; however, reader 1 detected 
just eight more nodules across the 40 
cases.

Diagnostic Performance
Diagnostic performance encompassed 
the recognition and correct designation 
of a target as being a lung nodule with a 
confidence level greater than two of five. 
While our initial intent was for the con-
fidence ratings to stratify performance 
at different operating points, there was 
insufficient variability in the rating se-
lections to do so. Of 1012 true-positive 

detections, ratings at confidence levels 
of 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 were applied across 
the 13 readers with a frequency of 946 
(93.5%), 48 (4.7%), 11 (1.1%), six 
(0.6%), and one (0.1%), respectively, 
and seven of 13 readers rated true-
positive detections at level 5 exclusively. 
Overall sensitivity was 989 of 2037 tar-
gets (0.49) and ranged from 47 to 114 of 
157 targets (0.30–0.73) (Table 1). Sen-
sitivity for targets within the GV ranged 
from 47 of 100 targets to 103 of 124 
targets (range, 0.47–0.82) and totaled 
987 of 1518 targets (0.65). These values 
indicate the frequency with which the 
readers recognized and accepted nod-
ules within their GV (Table 1). Sensitiv-
ity for targets outside of the GV was two 
of 519 targets (0.4%). As shown in Fig-
ure 4, two readers identified one target 
beyond the designated 50-pixel distance 
from the nearest gaze point at 54 and 62 
pixels from the gaze point, respectively.

There was moderate correlation (r = 
0.62, P = .02) between the average sen-
sitivity for each reader and the average 
percentage of lung volume examined by 
the same readers. When we consider 
that higher search speeds through the 
GV might be associated with a lower 
detection rate, we found a weakly pos-
itive correlation (r = 0.13, P = .66) be-
tween search speed and the likelihood 
that targets in the search path were de-
tected (sensitivity for targets within the 
GV). When considering factors contrib-
uting to overall sensitivity, we evaluated 
a multivariate regression model with 
overall sensitivity as the dependent 
variable and VF, search duration, and 
years of experience as independent var-
iables. The model showed a marginally 
significant increase in overall sensitivity 
with increasing VF (P = .04), but there 
was no significant effect due to years of 
experience (P = .79) (Table 2).

As the 40 cases were presented in 
the same sequence for all readers, all 
metrics were assessed to determine if 
there were order-based trends. None 
were observed.

Discussion

The detection of 5-mm lung nodules 
in CT volumes is a difficult task. The 
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Figure 6

Figure 6: Search trajectories for the 13 readers. Horizontal axes are elapsed time between 0 and 600 seconds, 
with each increment representing 100 seconds. Vertical axes are VF (lung volume fraction enclosed within the GV). 
Each line represents one of 40 searches for each observer, with the first through the last searches color coded from 
dark blue to yellow. Values are the range of search duration, with mean search duration (µ) indicated in parentheses.

Figure 5

Figure 5: (a) Duration of search and (b) percentage of lung volume encompassed by the gaze path for each reader. Each box comprises 40 values (one per study). 
The solid black line in each box indicates the median, box limits indicate the interquartile range, and whiskers (dashed lines) indicate the range of data.  = outliers.

three substrate CT examinations re-
constructed with 1-mm-thick sections 
had on average 9 163 089 voxels within 
the lungs. A 5-mm-diameter lung nod-
ule occupies approximately 130 voxels 
or only 1.4 3 1025 of the lung volume. 
The task of detection is further chal-
lenged by the complexity of the under-
lying lung structure. Only three of 13 
radiologists detected more than 50% of 
the nodules, with a peak performance 
of 73%, and nine of 13 radiologists 
detected between 30% and 50% of 
the nodules. These results are similar 
to those reported for nodules of simi-
lar size, which were detected by using 
1-mm-thick multidetector CT images 
and confirmed with intraoperative pal-
pation and resection (2).

The detection of lung nodules on CT 
images by experienced interpreters re-
quires a combination of effective search, 
recognition, and decision making. Our 
experiment shows that when the center 
of a radiologist’s gaze is never closer 
than 50 pixels from a lung nodule, 
there is less than 1% likelihood that 
the nodule will be detected. The defi-
nition of search volume on the basis of 
this construct results in the observation 
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Table 1

Summary of Performance Metrics for Search, Recognition-Acceptance, and Overall Performance

Reader No.

Search Performance Recognition- 
Acceptance  
Effectiveness (Se

GV
)

Overall 
Effectiveness (Se

O
)VF (%)

Duration  
(min:sec)

Effectiveness  
(fT

GV
)

Efficiency  
(fT

GV 
/VF)

Efficiency 
(fT

GV 
/min)

1 37 4:53 132/157 (84) 2.27 0.17 91/132 (69) 91/157 (58)
2 29 3:10 137/157 (87) 3.01 0.28 74/137 (54) 74/157 (47)
3 33 5:35 132/153 (86) 2.67 0.16 63/132 (48) 63/153 (41)
4 27 2:53 108/157 (69) 2.55 0.24 71/108 (66) 71/157 (45)
5 20 2:21 96/157 (61) 3.06 0.26 78/96 (81) 79/157 (50)
6 21 1:59 86/157 (55) 2.61 0.28 61/86 (71) 61/157 (39)
7 43 5:55 143/157 (91) 2.12 0.15 114/143 (80) 114/157 (73)
8 15 2:17 107/157 (68) 4.54 0.30 72/107 (67) 72/157 (46)
9 25 2:21 124/157 (79) 3.16 0.34 102/124 (82) 103/157 (66)
10 19 2:05 100/157 (64) 3.35 0.31 47/100 (47) 47/157 (30)
11 21 2:41 118/157 (75) 3.58 0.28 67/118 (57) 67/157 (43)
12 29 2:40 122/157 (78) 2.68 0.29 71/122 (58) 71/157 (45)
13 28 3:34 113/157 (72) 2.57 0.20 76/113 (67) 76/147 (48)
All readers* 26.7  

[22.4, 30.9]
3:16 
[2:38, 3:59]

1518/2037 (74.7) 
[68.6, 80.7]

2.94 
[2.6, 3.3]

0.249 
[0.22, 0.28]

987/1518 (65) 
[58.6, 71.6]

989/2037 (49) 
[42.3, 54.7]

Note.—Unless otherwise indicated, data in parentheses are percentages. fTGV /min = fraction of all targets encompassed within GV per minute of search, SeGV = sensitivity of target detection 
for targets within the GV, Se

O
 = overall sensitivity.

* Data are mean values for all readers. Data in brackets are 95% confidence intervals.

that, on average, radiologists stopped 
searching the lungs after only 26.7% of 
the lung was searched. This is an in-
triguing observation given that the ra-
diologists were instructed to search the 
entirety of the lungs to detect all lung 
nodules. On the basis of the data pre-
sented in Figure 6, most searches were 
accumulating previously unsearched 
regions of lung at a rate that was con-
sistent throughout the search. The ab-
sence of a formal feedback mechanism 
to indicate if a region of lung has been 
searched leaves the task of determining 
when the lungs have been adequately 
searched to an apparently unreliable in-
ternal cue. While there are ample dis-
tractions that may interrupt the search 
process within the context of a clinical 
reading environment, our experiment 
was designed to eliminate external 
distractions.

The lung nodules were distrib-
uted throughout the lung parenchyma 
without regard for location other than 
to ensure that they were not super-
imposed on blood vessels or airways. 
Although the observers searched an 
average of 26.7% of the lung volume, 

those search volumes encompassed an 
average of 75% of the nodules. This ap-
parently paradoxical result might sug-
gest that our definition of the search 
volume might be overly restrictive and 
that the gaze cone extends beyond 50 
pixels from the gaze point; however the 
recognition and acceptance of a nodule 
beyond 50 pixels was extremely rare. 
One explanation for this apparent par-
adox might be the existence of a larger 
gaze cone that influences search and a 
smaller gaze cone for detailed inspec-
tion. Only within the smaller gaze cone 
is there the possibility that a nodule will 
be recognized and accepted. Further 
investigation is required to test this 
hypothesis.

While the traditional paradigm 
of lesion detection within images 
considers lesion recognition and ac-
ceptance as two distinct cognitive 
processes, our current analysis does 
not allow us to separate these two 
processes. This is because the act of 
selecting the target confirmed both 
recognition and acceptance. Further, 
we did not evaluate false-positive de-
tections because we did not have a 
reference standard for the presence 
or absence of native lesions within the 
data sets.

While the ability of radiologists to 
construct a search path that brought 
their gaze sufficiently close to a nod-
ule for recognition to occur is a critical 

Table 2

Multivariate Analysis of Mean Sensitivity per Reader, as a Function of Mean VF and 
Years of Experience

Term Estimate Standard Error t Value P Value

Intercept 0.285 0.109 2.62 .025
VF 0.797 0.345 2.31 .044
Years of experience 20.001 0.003 20.26 .797
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Figure 7

Figure 7: Relative overall performance (overall sensitivity) of 13 observers 
compared with relative search effectiveness (fT

GV
) and recognition and 

acceptance effectiveness (sensitivity for targets within the GV). The values are 
normalized within each category such that the minimum is set to 0 and the 
maximum is set to 1. Three observers were in the upper third of performance 
(green), five observers were in the middle third of performance (orange), one 
observer was in the lower third of performance (red), and four observers 
performed inconsistently (blue).

prerequisite for detection, effective 
search strategies alone (Table 1) did 
not ensure effective recognition and ac-
ceptance of the nodules. While the ra-
diologist with the most effective search 
(91% fTGV) was also the radiologist with 
the highest detection rate (73% overall 
sensitivity), the three next most effec-
tive searches (84%–88% fTGV; all 1st-
year residents) ranked third, sixth, and 
11th in overall sensitivity. In fact, while 
effectiveness of search (fTGV) and over-
all effectiveness had a correlation of 
0.57 (P = .04), effectiveness of search 
and effectiveness of recognition and 
acceptance had a correlation of 20.14 
(P = .64), and correlation between sen-
sitivity for targets within the GV and 
overall sensitivity was 0.68 (P = .01). 
Figure 7 shows the consistency of per-
formance among readers. Of the four 
readers with inconsistent performance, 
two ranked 11th and 12th of 13 readers 
in search effectiveness and second and 
fourth of 13 readers in recognition and 
acceptance effectiveness, respectively, 
and two ranked second and third of 
13 readers in search effectiveness and 
11th and 12th of 13 readers in recog-
nition and acceptance effectiveness, 
respectively.

While initially introduced 36 years 
ago as a means to study how medical 
images are searched and interpreted 
(8), until recently gaze tracking was 
limited to search of two-dimensional 
imaging data, most notably chest ra-
diographs and mammograms (12–15) 
or tiled CT images (16,17). One recent 
report examines how readers’ gaze is 
influenced when viewing fixed video 
segments of volume-rendered CT colo-
nograms (18). The association of two-
dimensional eye tracking coupled with 
computer mouse–driven longitudinal 
translation is a recent innovation used 
to study three-dimensional search, as 
is commonly used in the clinical inter-
pretation of CT, magnetic resonance 
imaging, positron emission tomogra-
phy, and single photon emission CT 
data (19). This technique was recently 
applied to characterize radiologists’ 
search patterns for nodules in lung CT 
data as that of scanners and drillers. By 
using a 5° gaze cone angle, Drew and 
colleagues estimated that drillers and 
scanners covered an average of 72% 
and 55% of the lung volume, respec-
tively (20). The fundamental difference 
between VF calculated by Drew et al 
and that calculated in the current study 

is likely related to our current construct 
for GV, which derives VF based on a 
50-pixel radius.

There were several limitations to 
our study. First, gaze point measure-
ments are subject to error, which in-
troduces variability in the accuracy of 
gaze measurements and could result in 
overestimation of the gaze cone as a 
50-pixel radius around the gaze point. 
Second, a 50-pixel (3-cm) radius for 
defining the GV may be overly restric-
tive. In our current analysis, we did not 
attempt to ascertain the initial recog-
nition event, which may have occurred 
more than 50 pixels from the target 
center. Moreover, our current analysis 
of search assesses performance relative 
to the spatial domain, with limited fo-
cus on the temporal domain, such as 
assessment of dwell times in the prox-
imity of nodules. We anticipate that 
analyses of gaze behavior over key time 
segments will bring further insights into 
the detection process. Third, only 5-mm 
nodules were assessed; therefore, our 
results are not generalizable to nodules 
that are either larger or smaller than 
5 mm. Fourth, the effect of proximate 
lung complexity on nodule detection 
may be an important influence of nod-
ule detection; however, it was not as-
sessed in this study. Fifth, while perfor-
mance trends can be gleaned from our 
analysis, determination of their gener-
alizability and importance are limited 
by our small sample of 13 radiologists. 
Sixth, readings were performed in a lab-
oratory setting free of common reading 
room distractions, such as ringing tele-
phones and unexpected consultations. 
Readers were given an option to sched-
ule experiments at their convenience, 
and there were no attempts to measure 
or control for caffeine intake, timing of 
prior meal, or fatigue. Seventh, speci-
ficity was not measured due to the ab-
sence of a reference standard for native 
nodules. While an experienced thoracic 
radiologist did not initially identify na-
tive nodules in the three substrate CT 
examinations, after 13 additional radi-
ologists each reviewed the images seven 
to eight times, some native nodules 
were identified. This observation is not 
surprising, given the well-documented 
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variability with which lung nodules are 
detected on CT images by observers 
(4,21) and challenges the establishment 
of an absolute reference standard for 
their presence (22). Eighth, all nodules 
were 5 mm in diameter and solid; thus, 
it is not possible to extrapolate these 
findings to subsolid or differently sized 
nodules. Finally, interpretation of 1-mm 
transverse sections is just one of sev-
eral paradigms for lung nodule search 
in clinical use. Further investigations 
will be required to assess if alternative 
means of image display, including 5-mm 
transverse sections (3), multiplanar ref-
ormations (23), or thin-slab maximum 
intensity projections (24,25) might re-
sult in different search patterns or per-
formance improvements. Computer-
aided detection, which searches 100% 
of the lungs, has shown improvements 
to radiologists’ detection rates (6,26). 
In an era of increasing volumetric spa-
tial resolution and pressures to shorten 
interpretation times, image interpre-
tation augmented by computer-based 
search could help overcome the short-
comings in lung nodule detection sug-
gested by this study.

In summary, we have shown that 
synchronized recording of eye tracking 
and cine paging of transverse CT sec-
tions provides insights into the mech-
anism of detection of lung nodules, 
including the relationship between 
distance from the gaze point and nod-
ule detection, the extent, duration, 
and effectiveness of search, and the 
differential effect of search and lesion 
recognition and acceptance on overall 
lung nodule detection. The observation 
that radiologists on average search 
only 26% of the lung parenchyma yet 
encompass 75% of nodules in their 
search volume is a particularly sur-
prising result, and further investiga-
tion will be needed to develop a com-
prehensive model of cognition in lung 
nodule detection. Moreover, as mo-
mentum builds for widespread screen-
ing for lung cancer with CT, a greater 
understanding of the variations and 
limitations of radiologists’ search and 
detection capabilities will be an impor-
tant element in assuring consistently 
effective screening. At this time, we do 

not know if radiologists can be trained 
to enhance the effectiveness of their 
search or if there are specific search 
strategies or behaviors that enhance 
detection. Our results represent a new 
facet in our understanding of the inter-
pretive process of CT images through 
the use of gaze tracking; however, fur-
ther study of the relationship between 
search and CT interpretation is needed 
prior to deriving recommendations for 
improving performance.
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